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TODD BELLAMY II
Monologue 1
Reggie
 Bronx Bombers by Eric Simonson

Song
Coalhouse: Make Them Hear You
Ragtime by Terrance McNally

KAYLA BADIA & IBRI BROOKS
Scene
Cassie Charles and Olivia
Sisters by Marsha A. Jackson

TYJA LYNNX
Monologue 1
Averie
Dot by Colman Domingo

Monologue 2
Zoe
Niceties by Eleanor Burgess

JAMIRA BILBOAT
Monologue 1
Undine
Fabulation, or the Re-Education of Undine
by Lynn Nottage

Monologue 2
Georgeanne
Five Women Wearing the Same Dress
by Alan Ball

KRISTINE WALLACE & CIARA HUTCHINS
Scene
Vera Stark and Lottie
By The Way, Meet Vera Stark
by Lynn Nottage
CRISTINA MARTINEZ-SANEAXS

Monologue 1
Lisa
*Frozen Stars* by David Matthew-Barnes

Monologue 2
Fontaine
*The Reluctant Vampire* by Rosary O'Neill

JAMIRA BILBOAT

Scene
Toria
*Blood at the Root*
by Dominique Morisseau

Scene Partner: Widley Delone

JARIUS “JAYE” PLEASANT

Monologue 1
Reggie
*Skeleton Crew* by Dominique Morisseau

Song
Tin Man: What Would I Do If I Could Feel
*The Wiz* by William F. Brown

KRISTINE WALLACE

Monologue 1
Nina
*Sunset Baby* by Dominique Morisseau

Monologue 2
Tonya
*King Hedley II* by August Wilson

NICHOLAS MARTIN & CRISTINA MARTINEZ-SANEAXS

Scene
Jackie and Veronica
*The Motherfucker With The Hat*
by Steven Adly Guirguis
IBRI BROOKS
Monologue 1
Chelle
*Detroit '67*
by Dominique Morisseau

Monologue 2
Camae
*The Mountaintop* by Katori Hall

TYJA LYNNX & JARIUS “JAYE” PLEASANT
Scene
Franny and Ty
*All This Intimacy*
by Rajiv Joseph

CIARA HUTCHINS
Monologue 1
Jasmine
*Pipeline*
by Dominique Morriseau

Song
Dorothy
*Home* from *The Wiz*

NICHOLAS MARTIN
Monologue 1
Youngblood
*Jitney* by August Wilson

Song
Moses
*Prince of Egypt*
by Philip LaZebnik
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